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Currency, Economics, Finance, Business 7s 

A 

ABATORS AABORST ABATOR, one that unlawfully seizes inheritance [n] 

ABOUGHT ABGHOTU ABY, to pay penalty for [v] / ABYE [v] 

ACTUARY AACRTUY statistician who computes insurance risks and premiums [n -RIES]  

ADWARES AADERSW ADWARE, computer software that is provided free but has advertisements [n] 

ADWOMAN AADMNOW woman employed in advertising business [n -MEN] 

AFGHANI AAFGHIN monetary unit of Afghanistan [n -S] 

AGENTRY AEGNRTY office or duties of agent (act as representative for) [n -RIES] 

AGISTED ADEGIST AGIST, to take care of for fee, as livestock [v] 

AGOROTH AGHOORT AGORA, marketplace in ancient Greece [n] 

AIRFARE AAEFIRR payment for travel by airplane [n -S] 

AIRLINE AEIILNR air transportation system [n -S] 

ALIENED ADEEILN ALIEN, to transfer to another, as property [v] 

ALIENEE AEEEILN one to whom property is transferred [n -S] 

ALIENER AEEILNR alienor (one that transfers property) [n -S] 

ALIENOR AEILNOR one that transfers property [n -S] 

ALIMONY AILMNOY allowance paid to woman by her divorced husband [n -NIES]  

ALMNERS AELMNRS ALMNER, almoner (one that distributes alms) [n] 

ALMONRY ALMNORY place where alms are distributed [n -RIES] 

ALMSMAN AALMMNS one who receives alms (money or goods given to poor) [n -MEN] 

ALODIAL AADILLO ALODIUM, allodium (land held in absolute ownership) [adj] 

ALODIUM ADILMOU allodium (land held in absolute ownership) [n -IA]  

AMERCED ACDEEMR AMERCE, to punish by imposing arbitrary fine [v] 

AMERCER ACEEMRR one that amerces (to punish by imposing arbitrary fine) [n -S] 

AMERCES ACEEMRS AMERCE, to punish by imposing arbitrary fine [v] 

AMOTION AIMNOOT removal of corporate officer from his office [n -S] 

ANGARIA AAAGINR angary (right of warring state to seize neutral property) [n -S] 

ANGELED ADEEGLN ANGEL, to support financially [v] 

ANNATES AAENNST first year’s revenue of bishop paid to pope [n] 

ANNUITY AINNTUY allowance or income paid at regular intervals [n -TIES] 

ANTEING AEGINNT ANTE, to put fixed stake into pot before cards are dealt in poker [v] 

ANTITAX AAINTTX opposing taxes [adj] 

APANAGE AAAEGNP land or revenue granted to member of royal family [n -S] 

APPRIZE AEIPPRZ to appraise (to set value on) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

ARREARS AAERRRS ARREAR, unpaid and overdue debt [n] 

ASCESIS ACEISSS conduct of ascetic [n -SES] 

ASCETIC ACCEIST one who practices extreme self-denial for religious reasons [n -S] 

ASKESIS AEIKSSS ascesis (conduct of ascetic) [n -SES] 

ASSURED ADERSSU ASSURE, to insure (to guarantee against loss) [v] 

ASSURED ADERSSU insured person [n -S] 

ASSURER AERRSSU one that assures (to insure (to guarantee against loss)) [n -S] 

ASSURES AERSSSU ASSURE, to insure (to guarantee against loss) [v] 

ASSUROR AORRSSU assurer (one that assures (to insure)) [n -S] 

ATELIER AEEILRT workshop or studio [n -S] 

AUCTION ACINOTU to sell publicly to highest bidder [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AUDITED ADDEITU AUDIT, to examine with intent to verify [v] 
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AUDITEE ADEEITU one that is audited [n -S] 

AUDITOR ADIORTU one that audits (to examine with intent to verify) [n -S] 

AUSTRAL AALRSTU former monetary unit of Argentina [n -ES, -S] 

AUTARKY AAKRTUY national economic self-sufficiency [n -KIES] 

AUTOMAN AAMNOTU automobile maker [n -MEN] 

AVARICE AACEIRV greed (excessive desire for gain or wealth) [n -S] 

AWARDED AADDERW AWARD, to grant as due or merited [v] 

AWARDEE AADEERW one that is awarded something [n -S] 

AWARDER AADERRW one that awards (to grant as due or merited) [n -S] 

 

Currency, Economics, Finance, Business 7s 

B 

BABYSAT AABBSTY BABYSIT, to care for child temporarily [v] 

BABYSIT ABBISTY to care for child temporarily [v -SAT, -TTING, -S] 

BAGNIOS ABGINOS BAGNIO, brothel (house of prostitution) [n] 

BAILEES ABEEILS BAILEE, person to whom property is bailed (transfer property temporarily) [n] 

BAILERS ABEILRS BAILER, bailor (person who bails property to another) [n] 

BAILING ABGIILN BAIL, to transfer property temporarily [v] 

BAILORS ABILORS person who transfers property to another [n -S] 

BALBOAS AABBLOS BALBOA, monetary unit of Panama [n] 

BANIANS AABINNS BANIAN, Hindu merchant [n] 

BANKERS ABEKNRS BANKER, one who works in bank [n] 

BANKING ABGIKNN business of bank [n -S]  

BARGAIN AABGINR to discuss terms for selling or buying [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BARGOON ABGNOOR bargain [n -S] 

BARTERS ABERRST BARTER, to trade (to give in exchange for another commodity) [v] 

BAUBEES ABBEESU BAUBEE, bawbee, Scottish coin [n] 

BAUBLES ABBELSU BAUBLE, cheap trinket [n] 

BAWBEES ABBEESW BAWBEE, Scottish coin [n] 

BAZAARS AAABRSZ BAZAAR, marketplace [n] 

BEANERY ABEENRY cheap restaurant [n -RIES] 

BEGGARS ABEGGRS BEGGAR, to impoverish [v] 

BEGGARY ABEGGRY extreme poverty [n -RIES 

BEQUEST BEEQSTU legacy (something bequeathed (to grant by testament)) [n -S] 

BETAXED ABDEETX burdened with taxes [adj] 

BEZANTS ABENSTZ BEZANT, coin of ancient Rome [n] 

BEZZANT ABENTZZ bezant, coin of ancient Rome [n -S] 

BIDDERS BDDEIRS BIDDER, one that bids (to make bid (offer of price)) [n] 

BIDDING BDDGIIN BID, to make bid (offer of price) [v] 

BILKING BGIIKLN BILK, to cheat, to defraud, to swindle, to take money or property from by fraudulent means [v] 

BILLERS BEILLRS BILLER, one that bills, to present statement of costs to [n] 

BILLING BGIILLN relative position in which performer is listed [n -S] / BILL, to present statement of costs to [v] 

BITCOIN BCIINOT blockchain currency [n -S] 

BIZJETS BEIJSTZ BIZJET, business jet-plane [n]  

BLUDGED BDDEGLU BLUDGE, to avoid work [v] 

BLUDGER BDEGLRU loafer or shirker [n -S] 

BLUDGES BDEGLSU BLUDGE, to avoid work [v] 
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BOARDED ABDDEOR BOARD, to take meals for fixed price [v] 

BOARDER ABDEORR one that boards (to take meals for fixed price) [n -S] 

BODEGAS ABDEGOS BODEGA, grocery store [n] 

BOLIVAR ABILORV monetary unit of Venezuela [n -S, -ES] 

BONANZA AABNNOZ rich mine [n -S] 

BONUSES BENOSSU BONUS, additional payment [n] 

BOODLED BDDELOO BOODLE, to take bribes [v] 

BOODLER BDELOOR one that boodles (to take bribes) [n -S] 

BOODLES BDELOOS BOODLE, to take bribes [v] 

BOOKING BGIKNOO BOOK, to engage services [v] 

BOOMIER BEIMOOR BOOMY, prospering [adj] 

BOOMLET BELMOOT small increase in prosperity [n -S] 

BOOTLEG BEGLOOT to smuggle [v -GGED, -GGING, -S] 

BORDELS BDELORS BORDEL, brothel (house of prostitution) [n] 

BORROWS BOORRSW BORROW, to take on loan [v] 

BOURSES BEORSSU BOURSE, stock exchange [n] 

BOURSIN BINORSU trademark [n -S] 

BOYCOTT BCOOTTY to refuse to buy [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BRAVOES ABEORSV BRAVO, hired killer [n] 

BREWPUB BBEPRUW restaurant that sells beverages brewed on premises [n -S] 

BRIBERS BBEIRRS BRIBER, one that bribes (to practice bribery) [n] 

BRIBERY BBEIRRY act of influencing corruptly [n -RIES] 

BRIBING BBGIINR BRIBE, to practice bribery [v] 

BRILLOS BILLORS BRILLO, trademark [n] 

BROKAGE ABEGKOR business of broker [n -S] 

BROKERS BEKORRS BROKER, to act as broker, agent who buys and sells stocks [v] 

BROKING BGIKNOR business of broker [n -S] 

BROTHEL BEHLORT house of prostitution [n -S] 

BUCKEEN BCEEKNU poor man who acts as if wealthy [n -S] 

BUDGETS BDEGSTU BUDGET, to estimate expenditures [v] 

BUGSHAS ABGHSSU BUGSHA, buqsha, monetary unit of Yemen [n] 

BULLION BILLNOU uncoined gold or silver [n -S] 

BUMBOAT ABBMOTU boat used to peddle wares to larger ships [n -S] 

BUMMERS BEMMRSU BUMMER, one that bums (to live idly) [n] 

BUMMEST BEMMSTU BUM, of little value; worthless [adj] 

BUMMING BGIMMNU BUM, to live idly [v] 

BUNCOED BCDENOU BUNCO, to swindle, to take money or property from by fraudulent means [v] 

BUNCOES BCENOSU BUNCO, to swindle, to take money or property from by fraudulent means [v] 

BUNKOED BDEKNOU bunko, to bunco, to swindle, to take money or property from by fraudulent means [v] 

BUNKOES BEKNOSU BUNKO, to bunco (to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means)) [v] 

BUQSHAS ABHQSSU BUQSHA, monetary unit of Yemen [n] 

BURGAGE ABEGGRU feudal tenure [n-S] 

BURSARS ABRRSSU BURSAR, college treasurer [n] 

BURSARY ABRRSUY college treasury [n -RIES] 

BUSKING BGIKNSU act of performing as busker (travelling entertainer) [n -S] 

BUYABLE ABBELUY BUY, to purchase, to acquire by payment of money [adj] 

BUYBACK ABBCKUY repurchase by corporation of its own stock [n -S] 
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BUYOFFS BFFOSUY BUYOFF, payment for consideration [n] 

BUYOUTS BOSTUUY BUYOUT, purchase of business [n] 

BYZANTS ABNSTYZ BYZANT, bezant, coin of ancient Rome [n] 

 

Currency, Economics, Finance, Business 7s 

C 

CADGING ACDGGIN CADGE, to get by begging [v] 

CAHOOTS ACHOOST CAHOOT, partnership [n] 

CALLETS ACELLST CALLET, prostitute [n] 

CALLING ACGILLN vocation or profession [n -S] 

CAMBISM ABCIMMS theory and practice of exchange in commerce [n -S] 

CAMBIST ABCIMST dealer in bills of exchange [n -S] 

CAMORRA AACMORR unscrupulous secret society [n -S] 

CANNING ACGINNN business of preserving food in airtight containers [n -S] 

CARFARE AACEFRR payment for bus or car ride [n -S] 

CAROLUS ACLORSU old English coin [n -ES, -LI] 

CARRACK AACCKRR type of merchant ship [n -S] 

CARTELS ACELRST CARTEL, business organization [n] 

CASHBOX ABCHOSX container for money [n -S] 

CASHIER ACEHIRS to dismiss in disgrace [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CASINOS ACINOSS CASINO, gambling room [n] 

CASUALS AACLSSU CASUAL, one who works occasionally [n] 

CATTERY ACERTTY establishment for breeding cats [n -RIES] 

CEDULAS ACDELSU CEDULA, Philippine tax [n] 

CELOTEX CEELOTX trademark [n -S] 

CENTAVO ACENOTV coin of various Spanish-American nations [n -S] 

CENTIME CEEIMNT 100th part of franc [n -S] 

CENTIMO CEIMNOT any of various small coins [n -S] 

CESSING CEGINSS CESS, to tax or assess [v] 

CHAEBOL ABCEHLO group of businesses in Korea owned by one family [n -S] 

CHAFFER ACEFFHR to bargain or haggle [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHANTRY ACHNRTY endowment given to church [n -RIES] 

CHAPMAN AACHMNP peddler (one that peddles (to travel about selling wares)) [n -MEN] 

CHARITY ACHIRTY something given to needy [n -TIES] 

CHARTER ACEHRRT to lease or hire [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHARTIST ACHIRSTT stock market specialist [n -S] 

CHATTEL ACEHLTT slave [n -S] 

CHEAPEN ACEEHNP to make cheap (inexpensive) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHEAPER ACEEHPR CHEAP, inexpensive [adj] 

CHEAPIE ACEEHIP one that is cheap [n -S] 

CHEAPLY ACEHLPY in cheap manner [adv] 

CHEAPOS ACEHOPS CHEAPO, cheapie (one that is cheap) [n] 

CHEATED ACDEEHT CHEAT, to defraud, to swindle, to take money or property from by fraudulent means [v] 

CHEATER ACEEHRT one that cheats (to defraud) [n -S] 

CHEQUES CEEHQSU CHEQUE, written order directing bank to pay money [n] 

CHETRUM CEHMRTU monetary unit of Bhutan [n -S] 

CHINCHY CCHHINY stingy (unwilling to spend or give) [adj -HIER,-HIEST] 
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CHINTZY CHINTYZ gaudy; cheap [adj -ZIER, -ZIEST] 

CHIPPIE CEHIIPP chippy (prostitute) [n -S] 

CHOUSED CDEHOSU CHOUSE, to swindle, to take money or property from by fraudulent means [v] 

CHOUSER CEHORSU one that chouses, to swindle, [n -S] 

CHOUSES CEHOSSU CHOUSE, to swindle, to take money or property from by fraudulent means [v] 

CHOWSED CDEHOSW CHOWSE, to chouse, to swindle, to take money or property from by fraudulent means [v] 

CHOWSES CEHOSSW CHOWSE, to chouse, to swindle, to take money or property from by fraudulent means [v] 

CLAIMED ACDEILM CLAIM, to demand as one's due [v] 

CLAIMER ACEILMR one that claims (to demand as one's due) [n -S] 

CLAQUER ACELQRU claqueur (member of claque) [n -S] 

CLAQUES ACELQSU CLAQUE, group of hired applauders [n] 

CLERKED CDEEKLR CLERK, to serve as clerk (office worker) [v] 

CLERKLY CEKLLRY pertaining to clerk [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

CLIENTS CEILNST CLIENT, customer (one who buys something) [n] 

CLOSERS CELORSS CLOSER, one that closes (to block against entry or passage) [n] 

CLOWDER CDELORW group of cats [n -S] 

COCOTTE CCEOOTT prostitute [n -S] 

CODRIVE CDEIORV to work as codriver (one who takes turns driving vehicle) [v -ROVE, -VING, -S] 

COEMPTS CEMOPST COEMPT, to buy up entire supply of product [v] 

COFFERS CEFFORS COFFER, to put in strongbox [v] 

COFFING CFFGINO COFF, to buy, to purchase, to acquire by payment of money [v] 

COFOUND CDFNOOU to found jointly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COGGING CGGGINO COG, to cheat at dice [v] 

COINAGE ACEGINO act of making coins [n -S] 

COINERS CEINORS COINER, one that coins, to make coins, metal currency [n] 

COINING CGIINNO COIN, to make coins, metal currency [v] 

COLONES CELNOOS colon, monetary unit of Costa Rica [n] / colone [n] 

COMAKER ACEKMOR one who assumes financial responsibility for another's default [n -S] 

COMAKES ACEKMOS COMAKE, to serve as comaker for another's loan [v] 

COMMIES CEIMMOS COMMIE, Communist [n] 

COMMUTE CEMMOTU to exchange (to give and receive reciprocally) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

COMPANY ACMNOPY to associate with [v -NIED, -ING, -NIES] 

COMSATS ACMOSST COMSAT, trademark [n] 

CONDOES CDENOOS CONDO, individually owned unit in multiunit structure [n] 

CONDORS CDNOORS CONDOR, coin of Chile [n] 

CONSIGN CGINNOS to give over to another's care [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONSOLS CLNOOSS CONSOL, government bond 

COOPERY CEOOPRY trade of coopering [n -RIES] 

COPECKS CCEKOPS COPECK, kopeck, Russian coin [n] 

CORBANS ABCNORS CORBAN, offering to God [n] 

CORDOBA ABCDOOR monetary unit of Nicaragua [n -S] 

CORKAGE ACEGKOR charge for wine in restaurant [n -S] 

CORRODY CDOORRY corody (allowance of food or clos [n -DIES] 

CORSAIR ACIORRS pirate [n -S] 

CORVEES CEEORSV CORVEE, obligation to perform feudal service [n] 

COSIGNS CGINOSS COSIGN, to sign jointly [v] 

COSTERS CEORSST COSTER, hawker of fruit or vegetables [n] 
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COSTING CGINOST estimation of price of production of something [n -S] / COST, to estimate price for production of [v] 

COTTARS ACORSTT COTTAR, tenant farmer [n] 

COTTIER CEIORTT cottar (tenant farmer) [n -S] 

COUPONS CNOOPSU COUPON, certificate entitling holder to certain benefits [n] 

COUTURE CEORTUU business of dressmaking [n -S] 

CRUSADO ACDORSU old Portuguese coin [n -S, -ES] 

CRUZADO ACDORUZ crusado, old Portuguese coin [n -S, -ES] 

CURRIED CDEIRRU CURRY, to prepare leather for use or sale [v] 

CUTBACK ABCCKTU reduction [n -S] 

CUTDOWN CDNOTUW reduction [n -S] 

CUTLERS CELRSTU CUTLER, one who sells and repairs cutting tools [n] 

CUTLERY CELRTUY occupation of cutler (one who sells and repairs cutting tools) [n -RIES] 

CYCLERY CCELRYY bicycle shop [n -RIES] 

CYPRIAN ACINPRY prostitute [n -S] 
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D 

DACRONS ACDNORS DACRON, trademark [n] 

DADDLED ADDDDEL DADDLE, to diddle, to swindle, to take money or property from by fraudulent means [v] 

DADDLES ADDDELS DADDLE, to diddle, to swindle, to take money or property from by fraudulent means [v] 

DAIRIES ADEIIRS DAIRY, establishment dealing in milk products [n] 

DALASIS AADILSS DALASI, unit of Gambian currency [n] 

DAMNIFY ADFIMNY to cause loss [v -FIED, ING, -FIES] 

DEALERS ADEELRS DEALER, one that deals (to trade or do business) [n] 

DEALING ADEGILN business transaction [n -S] / DEAL, to trade or do business [v] 

DEBITED BDDEEIT DEBIT, to charge with debt [v] 

DEBTORS BDEORST DEBTOR, one who owes something to another [n] 

DEFICIT CDEFIIT shortage [n -S] 

DEFRAUD ADDEFRU to swindle, to take money or property from by fraudulent means [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEFRAYS ADEFRSY DEFRAY, to pay, to give money or something of value in exchange for goods or services [v] 

DEFUNDS DDEFNSU DEFUND, to withdraw funding for [v] 

DEMERGE DEEEGMR to remove division from corporation [v -D, -GING, -S] 

DEMESNE DEEEMNS legal possession of one’s land as one’s own [n -S] 

DEMIREP DEEIMPR prostitute [n -S] 

DEMISED DDEEIMS DEMISE, to bequeath [v] 

DEMISES DEEIMSS DEMISE, to bequeath [v] 

DENARIS ADEINRS DENARI, monetary unit of Macedonia [n] 

DEODAND ADDDENO property forfeited to crown under former English law [n -S] 

DERAIGN ADEGINR to dispute claim [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DESERVE DEEERSV to be entitled to or worthy of [v -D, -VING, -S] 

DESPOIL DEILOPS to plunder (to rob of goods by force) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DESTINY DEINSTY fate or fortune to which one is destined (to determine beforehand) [n -NIES] 

DETINUE DEEINTU action to recovery property wrongfully detained [n -S] 

DEVALUE ADEELUV to lessen worth of [v -D, -UING, -S] 

DEVESTS DEESSTV DEVEST, to divest (to strip or deprive of anything) [v] 

DHARNAS AADHNRS DHARNA, form of protest in India [n] 

DHURNAS ADHNRSU DHURNA, dharna (form of protest in India) [n] 
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DICKERS CDEIKRS DICKER, to bargain (to discuss terms for selling or buying) [v] 

DIDDLED DDDDEIL DIDDLE, to swindle, to take money or property from by fraudulent means [v] 

DIDDLER DDDEILR one that diddles, to swindle, [n -S] 

DIDDLES DDDEILS DIDDLE, to swindle, to take money or property from by fraudulent means [v 

DINEROS DEINORS DINERO, former silver coin of Peru [n] 

DIOBOLS BDILOOS DIOBOL, coin of ancient Greece [n] 

DIRHAMS ADHIMRS DIRHAM, monetary unit of Morocco [n] 

DISOWNS DINOSSW DISOWN, to deny ownership of [v] 

DISPEND DDEINPS to squander [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISSAVE ADEISSV to use savings for current expenses [v -D, -VING, -S] 

DIVESTS DEISSTV DIVEST, to strip or deprive of anything [v] 

DOBLONS BDLNOOS DOBLON, former gold coin of Spain and Spanish America [n] 

DOCKAGE ACDEGKO charge for use of dock [n -S] 

DOLLARS ADLLORS DOLLAR, monetary unit of United States [n] 

DONATED ADDENOT DONATE, to contribute [v] 

DONATES ADENOST DONATE, to contribute [v] 

DONATOR ADNOORT donor (one that donates (to contribute)) [n -S] 

DOUCEUR CDEORUU gratuity, gift of money [n -S] 

DOWABLE ABDELOW entitled to endowment [adj] 

DOWRIES DEIORSW DOWRY, money or property wife brings to her husband at marriage [n] 

DRABBED ABBDDER DRAB, to consort with prostitutes [v] 

DRACHMA AACDHMR former monetary unit of Greece [n -S, -E, -I] 

DRAWEES ADEERSW DRAWEE, person on whom bill of exchange is drawn [n] 

DUENESS DEENSSU state of being owed [n -ES] 

DUFFEST DEFFSTU DUFF, worthless, useless [adj] 

DUMPING DGIMNPU selling of large quantities of goods at below market price [n -S] 

DUNNESS DENNNSU state of being dun (to make demands upon for payment of debt) [n -ES] 

DUNNEST DENNSTU DUN, to make demands upon for payment of debt [adj] 

DUNNING DGINNNU DUN, to make demands upon for payment of debt [v] 

DUOPOLY DLOOPUY market condition existing when re are two sellers only [n -LIES] 

DYVOURS DORSUVY DYVOUR, one who is bankrupt [n] 
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EARMARK AAEKMRR to designate for specific use [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EARNERS AEENRRS EARNER, one that earns (to gain or deserve for one’s labor or service) [n] 

EARNEST AEENRST down payment [n -S] 

EARNING AEGINNR EARN, to gain or deserve for one’s labor or service [v] / something earned [n -S] 

ECONOMY CEMNOOY thrift (care and wisdom in management of one’s resources) [n -MIES] 

EKPWELE EEEKLPW former monetary unit of Equatorial Guinea [n -S] 

ELEGANT AEEGLNT tastefully opulent [adj] 

EMBARGO ABEGMOR to restrain trade by governmental order [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

EMPLOYS ELMOPSY EMPLOY, to hire, to engage services of for payment [v] 

ENDORSE DEENORS to sign back of negotiable document [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ENDOWED DDEENOW ENDOW, to provide with something [v]  

ENDOWER DEENORW one that endows (to provide with something) [n -S] 

ENFEOFF EEFFFNO to invest with feudal estates [v -ED, -ING, -S]  
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ENGAGED ADEEGGN ENGAGE, to employ, to hire, to engage services of for payment [v] 

ENGAGES AEEGGNS ENGAGE, to employ, to hire, to engage services of for payment [v] 

ENSLAVE AEELNSV to make slave of (one who is owned by another) [v -D, -VING, -S] 

ENTAILS AEILNST ENTAIL, to restrict inheritance of to specified line of heirs [v] 

ENTRUST ENRSTTU to give over for safekeeping [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ESCOTED CDEEOST ESCOT, to provide support for [v] 

ESCROWS CEORSSW ESCROW, to place in custody of third party [v] 

ESCUAGE ACEEGSU scutage, tax exacted by feudal lord in lieu of military service [n -S] 

ESCUDOS CDEOSSU ESCUDO, former monetary unit of Portugal [n] 

EUREKAS AEEKRSU EUREKA, fortunate discovery [n] 

EXACTAS AACESTX EXACTA, type of horse racing bet [n] 

EXACTED ACDEETX EXACT, to force payment or yielding of [v] 

EXACTER ACEERTX one that exacts, to force payment or yielding of [n -S] 

EXACTOR ACEORTX exacter, one that exacts, to force payment or yielding of [n -S] 

EXERGUE EEEGRUX space on coin [n -S] 

EXPENSE EEENPSX to charge with costs [v -D, -SING, -S] 

EXPORTS EOPRSTX EXPORT, to send to or countries for commercial purposes [v] 
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FACTORY ACFORTY building or group of buildings in which goods are manufactured [n -RIES] 

FAREBOX ABEFORX receptacles for fares on bus [n -ES] 

FARMING AFGIMNR business of operating farm [n -S] 

FEEDERS DEEEFRS FEEDER, one that feeds (to pay fee (fixed charge) to) [n] 

FEEDING DEEFGIN FEED, FEE, to pay fee (fixed charge) to [v] 

FEELESS EEEFLSS requiring no fee [adj] 

FENINGA AEFGINN FENING, monetary unit of Bosnia and Herzegovina [n] 

FENINGS EFGINNS FENING, monetary unit of Bosnia and Herzegovina [n] 

FENNING EFGINNN monetary unit of Bosnia and Herzegovina [n] 

FEOFFED DEEFFFO FEOFF, to grant fief (feudal estate) to [v] 

FEOFFEE EEEFFFO one to whom fief (feudal estate) is granted [n -S] 

FEOFFER EEFFFOR one that grants fief (feudal estate) to another [n -S] 

FEOFFOR EFFFOOR feoffer one that grants fief (feudal estate) to another [n -S] 

FIEFDOM DEFFIMO fief (feudal estate) [n -S] 

FILMDOM DFILMMO motion picture industry [n -S] 

FINABLE ABEFILN subject to payment of fine [adj] 

FINANCE ACEFINN to supply money for [v -D, -CING, -S] 

FINMARK AFIKMNR former monetary unit of Finland [n -S] 

FLOOSIE EFILOOS floozy (prostitute) [n -S] 

FLOOZIE EFILOOZ floozy (prostitute) [n -S] 

FLORINS FILNORS FLORIN, former gold coin of Europe [n] 

FLORIST FILORST grower or seller of flowers [n -S] 

FLOSSIE EFILOSS floozy (prostitute) [n -S] 

FOREXES EEFORSX FOREX, foreign exchange [n] 

FORINTS FINORST FORINT, monetary unit of Hungary [n] 

FORMICA ACFIMOR trademark [n -S] 

FORTUNE EFNORTU to endow with wealth [v -D, -NING, -S] 
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FRANKED ADEFKNR FRANK, to mark (piece of mail) for free delivery [v] 

FRANKER AEFKNRR one that franks (to mark (piece of mail) for free delivery) [n -S] 

FREEBEE BEEEEFR freebie (something given or received without charge) [n -S] 

FREEBIE BEEEFIR something given or received without charge [n -S] 

FREEGAN AEEFGNR activist who scavenges for free food to reduce consumption of resources [n -S] 

FREEING EEFGINR FREE, to make free [v] 

FREEWAY AEEFRWY express highway [n -S] 

FREIGHT EFGHIRT to load with goods for transportation [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FRISBEE BEEFIRS trademark [n -S] 

FRUITER EFIRRTU one that grows or sells fruit [n -S] 

FUNDERS DEFNRSU FUNDER, provider of money [n] 

FUNDING DFGINNU money provided for particular purpose [n -S]  
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GABELLE ABEEGLL tax on salt [n -S] 

GAINFUL AFGILNU profitable [adj] 

GAMBLED ABDEGLM GAMBLE, to play game of chance for money or valuables [v] 

GAMBLER ABEGLMR one that gambles, to play game of chance for money or valuables [n -S] 

GAMBLES ABEGLMS GAMBLE, to play game of chance for money or valuables [v] 

GAMINGS AGGIMNS GAMING, practice of gambling [n] 

GANGREL  AEGGLNR vagabond (vagrant (wanderer with no apparent means of support) [n -S] 

GANGUES AEGGNSU GANGUE, worthless rock in which valuable minerals are found [n] 

GAZUMPS AGMPSUZ GAZUMP, to cheat by raising price originally agreed upon [v] 

GENUINE EEGINNU authentic (conforming to fact and therefore worthy of belief) [adj] 

GIFTING FGGIINT GIFT, to present with gift (something given without charge) [v] / act of presenting with gift [n -S] 

GIGOLOS GGILOOS GIGOLO, man supported financially by woman [n] 

GIPPERS EGIPPRS GIPPER, one that gips (to gyp (to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means) [n] 

GIPPING GGIINPP GIP, to gyp, to swindle, to take money or property from by fraudulent means [v] 

GIRSHES GEHIRSS GIRSH, qursh, monetary unit of Saudi Arabia [n] 

GLOVERS EGLORSV GLOVER, maker or seller of gloves [n] 

GOMBEEN BGEEMNO usury, lending of money at exorbitant interest rate [n -S] 

GOONDAS ADGNOOS GOONDA, hired thug [n] 

GOURDES DEGORSU GOURDE, monetary unit of Haiti [n] 

GRANTED ADEGNRT GRANT, to bestow upon [v] 

GRANTEE AEEGNRT one to whom something is granted (to bestow upon) [n -S] 

GRANTER AEGNRRT one that grants (to bestow upon) [n -S] 

GRANTOR AGNORRT granter (one that grants (to bestow upon) [n -S] 

GRIFTED DEFGIRT GRIFT, to swindle, to take money or property from by fraudulent means [v] 

GRIFTER EFGIRRT swindler, one that swindles, to take money or property from by fraudulent means [n -S] 

GRIPPLE EGILPPR greedy (marked by greed (excessive desire for gain or wealth)) [adj] 

GROSSED DEGORSS GROSS, to earn exclusive of deductions [v] 

GROSSER EGORRSS product yielding large volume of business [n -S] 

GUARANI AAGINRU monetary unit of Paraguay [n -S, -ES] 

GUERDON DEGNORU to reward [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GUILDER DEGILRU former monetary unit of Netherlands [n -S] 

GUINEAS AEGINSU GUINEA, formerly used British coin [n] 
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GULDENS DEGLNSU GULDEN, guilder, former monetary unit of Netherlands [n] 

GURSHES EGHRSSU GURSH, qursh, monetary unit of Saudi Arabia [n] 

GYPPERS EGPPRSY GYPPER, one that gyp, to swindle, to take money or property from by fraudulent means [n] 

GYPPING GGINPPY GYP, to swindle, to take money or property from by fraudulent means [v] 

GYPSTER EGPRSTY one that gyps, to swindle, to take money or property from by fraudulent means [n -S] 
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HABITUE ABEHITU frequent customer [n -S] 

HAGGLED ADEGGHL HAGGLE, to bargain (to discuss terms for selling or buying) [v] 

HAGGLER AEGGHLR one that haggles (to bargain (to discuss terms for selling or buying)) [n -S] 

HAGGLES AEGGHLS HAGGLE, to bargain (to discuss terms for selling or buying) [v] 

HALALAH AAAHHLL halala, Saudi Arabian coin [n -S] 

HALALAS AAAHLLS HALALA, Saudi Arabian coin [n] 

HALIERS AEHILRS HALIER, former monetary unit of Slovakia [n] 

HALVERS AEHLRSV half shares [n HALVERS] 

HANDOUT ADHNOTU something given out free [n -S] 

HANDSEL ADEHLNS to give gift to [v -ED, -ING, -S, -LLED, -LLING, -S] 

HANGTAG AAGGHNT type of tag used commercially [n -S] 

HANSELS AEHLNSS HANSEL, handsel (to give gift to) [v] 

HARLOTS AHLORST HARLOT, prostitute [n] 

HARRIED ADEHIRR HARRY, to pillage (to plunder (to rob of goods by force)) [v] 

HARRIES AEHIRRS HARRY, to pillage (to plunder (to rob of goods by force)) [v] 

HAUGHTY AGHHTUY arrogant (overly convinced of one's own worth or importance) [adj -TIER, TIEST] 

HAWALAS AAAHLSW HAWALA, type of financial arrangement in Islamic societies [n] 

HAWKERS AEHKRSW HAWKER, one that hawks (to peddle (to travel about selling wares)) [n] 

HAWKING AGHIKNW HAWK, to peddle (to travel about selling wares) [v] 

HEIRDOM DEHIMOR heirship (right to inheritance) [n -S] 

HEIRESS EEHIRSS female inheritor [n -S] 

HEIRING EGHIINR HEIR, to inherit [v] 

HEREDES DEEEHRS HERES, heir [n] 

HERIOTS EHIORST HERIOT, feudal tribute or payment [n] 

HERRIED DEEHIRR HERRY, to harry (to pillage (to plunder (to rob of goods by force))) [v] 

HERRIES EEHIRRS HERRY, to harry (to pillage (to plunder (to rob of goods by force))) [v] 

HETAERA AAEEHRT concubine [n -E, -S] 

HETAIRA AAEHIRT hetaera (concubine) [n -I, -S] 

HIGGLED DEGGHIL HIGGLE, to haggle (to bargain (to discuss terms for selling or buying)) [v] 

HIGGLER EGGHILR one that higgles (to haggle (to bargain (to discuss terms for selling or buying))) [n -S] 

HIGGLES EGGHILS HIGGLE, to haggle (to bargain (to discuss terms for selling or buying)) [v] 

HIRABLE ABEHILR available for hire [adj] 

HOCKERS CEHKORS HOCKER, one that hocks (to pawn (to give as security for something borrowed)) [n] 

HOCKING CGHIKNO HOCK, to pawn (to give as security for something borrowed) [v] 

HOGGERS EGGHORS HOGGER, one that hogs (to take more than one's share) [n] 

HOGGING GGGHINO HOG, to take more than one's share [v] 

HOLDING DGHILNO something held [n -S] 

HONDLED DDEHLNO HONDLE, to haggle (to bargain (to discuss terms for selling or buying)) [v] 

HONDLES DEHLNOS HONDLE, to haggle (to bargain (to discuss terms for selling or buying)) [v] 
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HOOCHES CEHHOOS HOOCH, cheap whiskey [n] 

HOOKERS EHKOORS HOOKER, prostitute [n] 

HOSTAGE AEGHOST person held as security [n -S] 

HRYVNAS AHNRSVY HRYVNA, hryvnia, monetary unit of Ukraine [n] 

HRYVNIA AHINRVY monetary unit of Ukraine [n -S] 

HRYVNYA AHNRVYY HRYVNIA, monetary unit of Ukraine [n -S] 
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IMPAWNS AIMNPSW IMPAWN, to pawn (to give as security for something borrowed) [v] 

IMPONED DEIMNOP IMPONE, to wager (to risk on uncertain outcome) [v] 

IMPONES EIMNOPS IMPONE, to wager (to risk on uncertain outcome) [v] 

IMPORTS IMOPRST IMPORT, to bring into country from abroad [v] 

IMPOSTS IMOPSST IMPOST, to determine customs duties [v] 

IMPREST EIMPRST loan or advance of money [n -S] 

INCENTS CEINNST INCENT, to provide with incentive [v] 

INCOMES CEIMNOS income, sum of money earned regularly [n] 

INDORSE DEINORS to endorse (to sign back of negotiable document) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

INDOWED DDEINOW INDOW (to endow (to provide with something) [v] 

INFEOFF EFFFINO to enfeoff (to invest with feudal estate) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INNAGES AEGINNS INNAGE, quantity of goods remaining in container after shipment [n] 

INSURED DEINRSU one who is insured [n -S] / INSURE, to guarantee against loss [v] 

INSURER EINRRSU one that insures (to guarantee against loss) [n -S] 

INSURES EINRSSU INSURE, to guarantee against loss [v] 

INTRUST INRSTTU to entrust (to give over for safekeeping) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INVOICE CEIINOV to bill, to present statement of costs to [v -D, -CING, -S] 
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JACKPOT ACJKOPT top prize or reward [n] 

JACOBUS ABCJOSU old English coin [n -ES] 

JACUZZI ACIJUZZ trademark [n -S] 

JEOPARD ADEJOPR to imperil (to place in jeopardy) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

JETSAMS AEJMSST JETSAM, goods cast overboard [n] 

JETSOMS EJMOSST JETSOM, jetsam (goods cast overboard) [n] 

JETWAYS AEJSTWY JETWAY, trademark [n] 

JEWELER EEEJLRW dealer or maker of jewelry [n -S] 

JOANNES AEJNNOS johannes, Portuguese coin [n JOANNES] 

JOBBERS BBEJORS JOBBER, pieceworker [n] 

JOBBING BBGIJNO JOB, to work by piece [v] 

JOBLESS BEJLOSS having no job [adj] 

JOINERY EIJNORY trade of joiner [n -RIES] 

JUKEBOX BEJKOUX coin-operated phonograph [n -ES] 

JUNKIER EIJKNRU JUNKY, worthless [adj] 

JUNKMAN AJKMNNU one who buys and sells junk [n -MEN] 
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KAIZENS AEIKNSZ KAIZEN, Japanese business practice of continuous improvement [n] 

KANBANS AABKNNS KANBAN, manufacturing strategy wherein parts are delivered only as needed [n] 

KAPEYKA AAEKKPY monetary unit of Belarus [n KAPEEK] 

KEWPIES EEIKPSW KEWPIE, trademark [n] 

KITINGS GIIKNST KITING, to obtain money or credit fraudulently [n] 

KLEENEX EEEKLNX trademark [n -ES] 

KOPECKS CEKKOPS KOPECK, Russian coin [n] 

KOPIYKA AIKKOPY monetary unit of Ukraine [n -S] 

KOPIYKY IKKOPYY KOPIYKA, monetary unit of Ukraine [n] 

KOPIYOK IKKOOPY KOPIYKA, monetary unit of Ukraine [n] 

KORUNAS AKNORSU KORUNA, monetary unit of Czech Republic [n] 

KREUZER EEKRRUZ kreutzer, former monetary unit of Austria [n -S] 

KWACHAS AACHKSW KWACHA, monetary unit of Malawi and Zambia [n] 

KWANZAS AAKNSWZ KWANZA, monetary unit of Angola [n] 
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LAGENDS ADEGLNS LAGEND, lagan (goods thrown into sea with buoy attached to enable recovery) [n] 

LAIRAGE AAEGILR place where cattle are housed at markets [n -S] 

LARCENY ACELNRY felonious taking and removal of another's personal goods [n -NIES] 

LARGESS AEGLRSS generosity [n -ES] 

LAWINGS AGILNSW LAWING, bill for food or drink in tavern [n] 

LAYAWAY AAALWYY item that has been reserved with down payment [n -S] 

LAYOFFS AFFLOSY LAYOFF, suspension or dismissal of employees [n] 

LAYOUTS ALOSTUY LAYOUT, arrangement or plan [n] 

LEASERS AEELRSS LEASER, one that leases, to grant temporary use of in exchange for rent [n] 

LEASING AEGILNS LEASE, to grant temporary use of in exchange for rent [v] 

LEDGERS DEEGLRS LEDGER, account book of final entry [n] 

LEGATED ADEEGLT LEGATE, to bequeath (to grant by testament) [v] 

LEGATEE AEEEGLT inheritor of legacy [n -S] 

LEGATES AEEGLST LEGATE, to bequeath (to grant by testament) [v] 

LEGATOR AEGLORT one that legates (to bequeath (to grant by testament)) [n -S] 

LEGHOLD DEGHLLO trap that catches animal by its leg [n -S] 

LEMPIRA AEILMPR monetary unit of Honduras [n -S] 

LENDERS DEELNRS LENDER, one that lends (to give temporary use of) [n] 

LENDING DEGILNN act of giving something temporarily [n -S] / LEND, to give temporary use of [v] 

LEPTONS ELNOPST LEPTON, former monetary unit of Greece [n] 

LESSEES EEELSSS LESSEE, one to whom lease is granted [n] 

LESSORS ELORSSS LESSOR, one that grants lease [n] 

LEVANTS AELNSTV LEVANT, to avoid debt [v] 

LEVIERS EEILRSV LEVIER, one that levies (to impose or collect by legal authority) [n] 

LEVYING EGILNVY LEVY, to impose or collect by legal authority [v] 

LICENTE CEEILNT SENTE, monetary unit of Lesotho [n] 

LISENTE EEILNST SENTE, monetary unit of Lesotho [n -S] 

LOANEES AEELNOS LOANEE, one that receives loan [n] 

LOANERS AELNORS LOANER, one that loans, to lend, to give temporary use of [n] 
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LOANING AGILNNO LOAN, to lend, to give temporary use of [v] 

LOCKAGE ACEGKLO toll on ship passing through canal [n -S] 

LOCKOUT CKLOOTU closing of business to coerce employees to agree to terms [n -S] 

LOGGING GGGILNO business of cutting down trees for timber [n -S] 

LOONIES EILNOOS LOONIE, coin worth one Canadian dollar [n 

LOOTERS ELOORST LOOTER, one that loots (to plunder (to rob of goods by force)) [n] 

LOOTING GILNOOT act of stealing goods left unprotected [n -S] / LOOT, to plunder (to rob of goods by force) [v] 

LOTTERS ELORSTT LOTTER, one who assembles merchandise into salable lots [n] 

LOTTERY ELORTTY type of gambling game [n -RIES] 

LOWBALL ABLLLOW to give customer deceptively low price [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

LUCITES CEILSTU LUCITE, trademark [n] 

LUMBERS BELMRSU LUMBER, to cut down and prepare timber for market [v] 

LUPANAR AALNPRU brothel (house of prostitution) [n -S] 

LUREXES EELRSUX LUREX, trademark [n] 
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MADAMES AADEMMS MADAME, madam (woman who manages brothel) [n] 

MAGALOG AAGGLMO sales catalog resembling magazine [n -S] 

MAILING AGIILMN rented farm [n -S] 

MALLING AGILLMN practice of shopping at malls (large buildings with many shops) [n -S] 

MAMMONS AMMMNOS MAMMON, material wealth [n] 

MARKETS AEKMRST MARKET, to offer for sale [v] 

MARKKAA AAAKKMR markka, former monetary unit of Finland [n] 

MARKKAS AAKKMRS MARKKA, former monetary unit of Finland [n] 

MARKUPS AKMPRSU MARKUP, increase in price [n] 

MARTING AGIMNRT MART, to market (to offer for sale) [v] 

MAZUMAS AAMMSUZ MAZUMA, money, official medium of exchange and measure of value [n] 

MEDIGAP ADEGIMP supplemental health insurance [n -S] 

MEGAHIT AEGHIMT something extremely successful [n -S] 

MERCADO ACDEMOR market [n -S] 

MERCERS CEEMRRS MERCER, dealer in textiles [n] 

MERCERY CEEMRRY mercer's shop [n -RIES] 

MERCHES CEEHMRS MERCH, merchandise [n] 

MERGEES EEEGMRS MERGEE, company acquired by merger [n] 

MERGERS EEGMRRS MERGER, union of two or more businesses into single enterprise [n] 

MERGING EGGIMNR act of combining (to blend (to mix smoothly and inseparably together)) [n -S] / MERGE, to combine [v] 

METICAL ACEILMT monetary unit of Mozambique [n -S, -AIS] 

METICAS ACEIMST monetary unit of Mozambique [n] 

MIDLIST DIILMST section of publisher's list of current titles [n -S] 

MILLAGE AEGILLM type of monetary rate [n -S] 

MILLIME EIILLMM coin of Tunisia [n -S] 

MILLING GIILLMN corrugated edge on coin [n -S] 

MILREIS EIILMRS former monetary unit of Portugal [n MILREIS] 

MINGIER EGIIMNR MINGY, mean and stingy [adj] 

MINGILY GIILMNY MINGY, mean and stingy [adv] 

MINILAB ABIILMN retail outlet offering rapid on-site film development [n -S] 
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MININGS GIIMNNS MINING, process or business of working mines (excavations in earth) [n] 

MINTAGE AEGIMNT act of minting, to produce by stamping metal, as coins [n -S] 

MINTERS EIMNRST MINTER, one that mints, to produce by stamping metal, as coins [n] 

MINTING GIIMNNT MINT, to produce by stamping metal, as coins [v] 

MISBILL BIILLMS to bill wrongly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISCOIN CIIMNOS to coin improperly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISERLY EILMRSY characteristic of miser (one who hoards money greedily) [adj] 

MISRATE AEIMRST to rate (to estimate value of) incorrectly [v -D, -TING, -S] 

MOIDORE DEIMOOR former gold coin of Portugal [n -S] 

MONEYED DEEMNOY having much money [adj] 

MONEYER EEMNORY one that coins money [n -S] 

MONGERS EGMNORS MONGER, to peddle (to travel about selling wares) [v] 

MOOCHED CDEHMOO MOOCH, to obtain without paying [v] 

MOOCHER CEHMOOR one that mooches (to obtain without paying) [n -S] 

MOOCHES CEHMOOS MOOCH, to obtain without paying [v] 

MOOLAHS AHLMOOS MOOLAH, money, official medium of exchange and measure of value [n] 

MOUCHED CDEHMOU MOUCH, to mooch (to obtain without paying) [v] 

MOUCHES CEHMOSU MOUCH, to mooch (to obtain without paying) [v] 

MULCTED CDELMTU MULCT, to defraud, to swindle, to take money or property from by fraudulent means [v] 

MULTURE ELMRTUU fee paid to miller for grinding grain [n -S] 

MUMPERS EMMPRSU MUMPER, one that mumps (to beg (to plead)) [n] 

MUMPING GIMMNPU MUMP, to beg (to plead (to ask for earnestly)) [v] 

MURAGES AEGMRSU MURAGE, tax levied for repairing walls of town [n] 

MUTUALS ALMSTUU MUTUAL, mutual fund [n] 

MUTUELS ELMSTUU MUTUEL, system of betting on races [n] 
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NAGWARE AAEGNRW software that is at first free but often reminds user to pay for it [n -S] 

NEEDIER DEEEINR NEEDY, in state of poverty [adj] 

NEEDILY DEEILNY in needy (in state of poverty) manner [adv] 

NEWSBOY BENOSWY boy who delivers or sells newspapers [n -S] 

NEWSIES EEINSSW NEWSY, newsboy (boy who delivers or sells newspapers) [n] / NEWSIE [n] 

NIFFERS EFFINRS NIFFER, to barter, to trade, to give in exchange for another commodity [v] 

NIGGARD ADGGINR to act stingily [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

NONBANK ABKNNNO business that is not bank [n -S] 

NONCASH ACHNNOS or than cash [adj] 

NONPAID ADINNOP not paid (to give money or something of value in exchange for goods or services) [adj] 

NONPOOR NNOOOPR not being poor [adj] 

NONWAGE AEGNNOW not including or involving wages, money paid for work or services [adj] 

NUMMARY AMMNRUY pertaining to coins [adj] 
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OBLIGED BDEGLIO OBLIGE, to put in one's debt by favor or service [v] 

OBLIGER BEGILOR one that obliges, to put in one's debt by favor or service [n -S] 

OBLIGES BEGILOS OBLIGE, to put in one's debt by favor or service [v] 
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OBVERSE BEEORSV side of coin bearing main design [n -S] 

OCTROIS CIOORST OCTROI, tax on certain articles brought into city [n] 

OFFERED DEEFFOR OFFER, to present for acceptance or rejection [v] 

OFFEREE EEEFFOR one to whom offer is made [n -S] 

OFFERER EEFFORR one that offers (to present for acceptance or rejection) [n -S] 

OFFEROR EFFOORR offerer (one that offers (to present for acceptance or rejection)) [n -S] 

OFFSETS EFFOSST OFFSET, to compensate for [v] 

OPTIONS INOOPST OPTION, to grant option (right to buy or sell something at specified price within specified time) on [v] 

OPULENT ELNOPTU wealthy (having wealth (great quantity of valuable material)) [adj] 

OSTMARK AKMORST former East German monetary unit [n -S] 

OUGHTED DEGHOTU OUGHT, to owe (to be under obligation to pay or repay) [v] 

OUGIYAS AGIOSUY OUGIYA, ouguiya, monetary unit of Mauritania [n] 

OUGUIYA AGIOUUY monetary unit of Mauritania [n -S] 

OUTBEGS BEGOSTU OUTBEG, to surpass in begging [v] 

OUTBIDS BDIOSTU OUTBID, to bid higher than [v] 

OUTBUYS BOSTUUY OUTBUY, to surpass in buying [v] 

OUTEARN AENORTU to surpass in earning [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTGAIN AGINOTU to gain more than [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTGIVE EGIOTUV to give more than [v -GAVE, -N, -VING, -S] 

OUTLAID ADILOTU OUTLAY, OUTLIE, to lie beyond [v] 

OUTLAYS ALOSTUY OUTLAY, OUTLIE, to lie beyond [v] 

OUTSELL ELLOSTU to sell more than [v -SOLD, -ING, -S] 

OVERBET BEEORTV to bet too much [v OVERBET, -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

OVERBID BDEIORV to bid higher than [v OVERBID, -DDEN, -ING, -S] 

OVERBUY BEORUVY to buy in quantities exceeding need or demand [v -BOUGHT, -ING, -S] 

OVERLET EELORTV to let to excess [v OVERLET, -TTING, -S] 

OVERPAY AEOPRVY to pay too much [v -AID, -ING, -S] 

OVERTAX AEORTVX to tax too heavily [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OVERTIP EIOPRTV to tip more than what is customary [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

OZALIDS ADILOSZ OZALID, trademark [n] 
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PACKMAN AACKMNP peddler (one that peddles (to travel about selling wares)) [n -MEN] 

PAHLAVI AAHILPV former coin of Iran [n -S] 

PALMFUL AFLLMPU as much as palm can hold [n -S] 

PALMIER AEILMPR PALMY, marked by prosperity [adj] / pastry shaped like palm leaf [n -S] 

PALMING AGILMNP PALM, to touch with palm (inner surface) of hand [v] 

PALMIST AILMPST fortune-teller [n -S] 

PAPHIAN AAHINPP prostitute [n -S] 

PARCELS ACELPRS PARCEL, to divide into parts or shares [v] 

PARVENU AENPRUV one who has suddenly risen above his class [n -S] 

PATACAS AAACPST PATACA, monetary unit of Macao [n] 

PATRONS ANOPRST PATRON, regular customer [n] 

PATROON ANOOPRT landowner granted manorial rights under old Dutch law [n -S] 

PAUGHTY AGHPTUY arrogant (overly convinced of one's own worth or importance) [adj] 

PAUPERS AEPPRSU PAUPER, to reduce to poverty [v] 
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PAWNAGE AAEGNPW act of pawning (to give as security for something borrowed) [n -S] 

PAWNEES AEENPSW PAWNEE, one to whom something is pawned [n] 

PAWNERS AENPRSW PAWNER, one that pawns something [n] 

PAWNING AGINNPW PAWN, to give as security for something borrowed [v] 

PAWNORS ANOPRSW PAWNOR, pawner (one that pawns something) [n] 

PAYABLE AABELPY profitable [adj] 

PAYABLY AABLPYY PAYABLE, profitable [adv] 

PAYBACK AABCKPY return on investment equal to original capital outlay [n -S] 

PAYDAYS AADPSYY PAYDAY, day on which wages are paid [n] 

PAYDOWN ADNOPWY reduction of debt through repayment [n -S] 

PAYLOAD AADLOPY part of cargo producing income [n -S] 

PAYMENT AEMNPTY something that is paid [n -S] 

PAYOFFS AFFOPSY PAYOFF, act of distributing gains [n] 

PAYOLAS AALOPSY PAYOLA, secret payment for favors [n] 

PAYOUTS AOPSTUY PAYOUT, money that is paid out [n] 

PAYROLL ALLOPRY list of employees entitled to payment [n -S] 

PAYSLIP AILPPSY brief record of employee's wages indicating deductions [n -S] 

PAYWALL AALLPWY system that prevents access to website without paid subscription [n -S] 

PEDDLED DDDEELP PEDDLE, to travel about selling wares [v] 

PEDDLER DDEELPR one that peddles (to travel about selling wares) [n -S] 

PEDDLES DDEELPS PEDDLE, to travel about selling wares [v] 

PEDLARS ADELPRS PEDLAR, peddler (one that peddles (to travel about selling wares)) [n] 

PEDLARY ADELPRY peddlery (trade of peddler) [n -RIES] 

PEDLERS DEELPRS PEDLER, peddler (one that peddles (to travel about selling wares)) [n] 

PEDLERY DEELPRY peddlery (trade of peddler) [n -RIES] 

PENALTY AELNPTY punishment imposed for violation of law, rule, or agreement [n -TIES] 

PENANCE ACEENNP to impose type of punishment upon [v -D, -CING, -S] 

PENNIES EEINNPS PENNY, coin of United Kingdom [n] 

PERNODS DENOPRS PERNOD, trademark [n] 

PERSPEX EEPPRSX trademark [n -ES] 

PESETAS AEEPSST PESETA, former monetary unit of Spain [n] 

PESEWAS AEEPSSW PESEWA, monetary unit of Ghana [n] 

PFENNIG EFGINNP formerly used bronze coin of Germany [n -S, -GE] 

PHARMAS AAHMPRS PHARMA, pharmaceutical company [n] 

PHARMER AEHMPRR one who participates in pharming (production of pharmaceuticals from genetically altered plants or animals) [n -S] 

PIASTER AEIPRST monetary unit of several Arab countries [n -S] 

PIASTRE AEIPRST piaster, monetary unit of several Arab countries [n -S] 

PICKETS CEIKPST PICKET, to stand outside of some location, as business, to publicize one's grievances against it [v] 

PIEFORT EFIOPRT unusually thick coin [n -S] 

PIGNORA AGINOPR pignus, property held as security for debt [n] 

PILLAGE AEGILLP to plunder (to rob of goods by force) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

PIMPING GIIMNPP practice of soliciting clients for prostitute [n -S] / PIMP, to solicit clients for prostitute [v] 

PISTOLE EILOPST formerly used European gold coin [n -S] 

PLEDGED DDEEGLP PLEDGE, to give as security for something borrowed [v] 

PLEDGEE DEEEGLP one to whom something is pledged [n -S] 

PLEDGER DEEGLPR one that pledges something [n -S] 

PLEDGES DEEGLPS PLEDGE, to give as security for something borrowed [v] 
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PLEDGOR DEGLOPR pledger (one that pledges something) [n -S] 

PLUGOLA AGLLOPU free incidental advertising on radio or television [n] 

PLUNDER DELNPRU to rob of goods by force [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

POINDED DDEINOP POIND, to seize and sell property of to satisfy debt [v] 

PONCING CGINNOP PONCE, to pimp (to solicit clients for prostitute) [v] 

POOLING GILNOOP POOL, to combine in common fund [v] 

POOREST EOOPRST POOR, lacking means of support [adj] 

POORISH HIOOPRS somewhat poor (lacking means of support) [adj] 

PORTERS EOPRRST PORTER, to carry luggage for pay [v] 

PORTION INOOPRT to divide into shares for distribution [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

POSTING GINOPST act of transferring to ledger [n -S] 

POSTTAX AOPSTTX remaining after taxes [adj] 

POVERTY EOPRTVY state of being poor (lacking means of support) [n -TIES] 

PREBADE ABDEEPR PREBID, to bid beforehand [v] 

PREBEND BDEENPR clergyman's stipend [n -S] 

PREBIDS BDEIPRS PREBID, to bid beforehand [v] 

PREBILL BEILLPR to bill beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREBOOM BEMOOPR preceding sudden expansion of business [adj] 

PREBUYS BEPRSUY PREBUY, to buy beforehand [v] 

PREFILE EEFILPR to file beforehand [v -D, -LING, -S] 

PREFUND DEFNPRU to fund beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREMIUM EIMMPRU additional payment [n -S] 

PREPACK ACEKPPR to package before retail distribution [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREPAID ADEIPPR PREPAY, to pay in advance [v] 

PREPAYS AEPPRSY PREPAY, to pay in advance [v] 

PRESALE AEELPRS sale in advance [n -S] 

PRESELL EELLPRS to promote product not yet being sold to public [v -SOLD, -ING, -S] 

PRESHIP EHIPPRS to ship beforehand [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

PRICERS CEIPRRS PRICER, one that prices (to set value on) [n] 

PRICIER CEIIPRR PRICY, pricey (expensive) [adj] / PRICEY [adj] 

PRICILY CIILPRY PRICY, pricey (expensive) [adv] 

PRICING CGIINPR PRICE, to set value on [v] 

PRIMAGE AEGIMPR amount paid as addition to freight charges [n -S] 

PRISING GIINPRS PRISE, to raise or force with lever [v] 

PRIZERS EIPRRSZ PRIZER, one who vies for reward [n] 

PROSSES EOPRSSS PROSS, prostitute [n] 

PROSSIE EIOPRSS prostitute [n -S] 

PROSTIE EIOPRST prostitute [n -S] 

PRUTOTH HOPRTTU PRUTAH, former monetary unit of Israel [n] 

PYREXES EEPRSXY PYREX, trademark [n] 
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QINDARS ADINQRS QINDAR, qintar, monetary unit of Albania [n] 

QINTARS AINQRST QINTAR, monetary unit of Albania [n] 

QUINELA AEILNQU quinella (type of bet in horse racing) [n -S] 

QUINTAR AINQRTU qintar, monetary unit of Albania [n -S] 
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QURSHES EHQRSSU QURSH, monetary unit of Saudi Arabia [n] 
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RAFFLED ADEFFLR RAFFLE, to dispose of by form of lottery [v] 

RAFFLER AEFFLRR one that raffles (to dispose of by form of lottery) [n -S] 

RAFFLES AEFFLRS RAFFLE, to dispose of by form of lottery [v] 

RAKEOFF AEFFKOR share of profits [n -S] 

RANCHED ACDEHNR RANCH, to work on ranch (establishment for raising livestock) [v] 

RANCHER ACEHNRR one that owns or works on ranch [n -S] 

RANCHES ACEHNRS RANCH, to work on ranch (establishment for raising livestock) [v] 

RANCHOS ACHNORS RANCHO, ranch [n] 

RANSOMS AMNORSS RANSOM, to obtain release of by paying demanded price [v] 

RATINGS AGINRST RATING, relative estimate or evaluation [n] 

REALLOT AELLORT to allot again [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

REALTOR AELORRT trademark [n -S] 

REAVERS AEERRSV REAVER, one that reaves (to plunder (to rob of goods by force)) [n] 

REAVING AEGINRV REAVE, to plunder (to rob of goods by force) [v] 

REBATED ABDEERT REBATE, to deduct or return from payment or bill [v] 

REBATER ABEERRT one that rebates, to deduct or return from payment or bill [n -S] 

REBATES ABEERST REBATE, to deduct or return from payment or bill [v] 

REBILLS BEILLRS REBILL, bill, to present statement of costs to [v] 

REBOARD ABDEORR BOARD, to take meals for fixed price [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RECOINS CEINORS RECOIN, coin, to make coins, metal currency [v] 

RECOUPS CEOPRSU RECOUP, to get back equivalent of [v] 

RECOVER CEEORRV to obtain again after losing [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RECYCLE CCEELRY to process in order to extract useful materials [v -D, -LING, -S] 

REDEEMS DEEEMRS REDEEM, to buy back [v] 

REDLINE DEEILNR to withhold loans or insurance from certain neighborhoods [v -D, -NING, -S] 

REEARNS AEENRRS REEARN, to earn again [v] 

REENDOW DEENORW to endow again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REFRONT EFNORRT to front again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REFUNDS DEFNRSU REFUND, to give back [v] 

REGIVEN EEGINRV REGIVE, to give again [v] 

REGIVES EEGIRSV REGIVE, to give again [v] 

REGRANT AEGNRRT to grant again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REGRATE AEEGRRT to buy up in order to sell for higher price in same area [v -D, -TING, -S] 

REGULAR AEGLRRU habitual customer [n -S] 

REHIRED DEEHIRR REHIRE, hire, to engage services of for payment [v] 

REHIRES EEHIRRS REHIRE, hire, to engage services of for payment [v] 

REINCUR CEINRRU to incur again [v -RRED, -RRING, -S] 

REIVERS EEIRRSV REIVER, one that reives (to plunder (to rob of goods by force)) [n] 

REIVING EGIINRV act or instance of plundering [n -S] / REIVE, to plunder (to rob of goods by force) [v] 

RELENDS DEELNRS RELEND, to lend again [v] 

RELENTS EELNRST RELENT, RELEND, to lend again [v] 

RELIEFS EEFILRS RELIEF, aid in form of money or necessities [n] 

RELOANS AELNORS RELOAN, loan, to lend, to give temporary use of [v] 
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REMINTS EIMNRST REMINT, to melt down and make into new coin [v] 

RENTALS AELNRST RENTAL, amount paid or collected as rent [n] 

RENTERS EENRRST RENTER, one that rents (to tear apart forcibly) [n] 

RENTIER EEINRRT one that receives fixed income [n -S] 

RENTING EGINNRT RENT, REND, to tear apart forcibly [v] 

REOFFER EEFFORR to offer for public sale [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REPRICE CEEIPRR PRICE, to set value on [v -D, -CING, -S] 

REQUITE EEIQRTU to make equivalent return for [v -D, -TING, -S] 

RERENTS EENRRST RERENT, to rent again [v] 

RESALES AEELRSS RESALE, act of selling again [n] 

RESALES AEELRSS RESALE, act of selling again [n] 

RESELLS EELLRSS RESELL, sell, to give up to another for money or valuable consideration [v] 

RESTOCK CEKORST STOCK, to keep for future sale or use [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RETAILS AEILRST RETAIL, to sell in small quantities [v] 

RETAXED ADEERTX RETAX, tax, to place tax, charge imposed by authority for public purposes on [v] 

RETAXES AEERSTX RETAX, tax, to place tax, charge imposed by authority for public purposes on [v] 

REVALUE AEELRUV VALUE, to estimate value (quality that renders thing useful or desirable) of [v -D, -UING, -S] 

REVENUE EEENRUV income of government [n -S] 

REVESTS EERSSTV REVEST, to vest again [v] 

REWARDS ADERRSW REWARD, to give recompense to for worthy behavior [v] 

REXINES EEINRSX REXINE, trademark [n] 

RIALTOS AILORST RIALTO, marketplace [n] 

RICHEST CEHIRST RICH, having wealth (great quantity of valuable material) [adj] 

RINGGIT GGIINRT monetary unit of Malaysia [n -S] 

RISKERS EIKRRSS RISKER, one that risks (to expose to risk (chance of injury or loss)) [n] 

RISKIER EIIKRRS RISKY, dangerous [adj] 

RISKILY IIKLRSY RISKY, dangerous [adv] 

RISKING GIIKNRS RISK, to expose to risk (chance of injury or loss) [v] 

ROGUING GGINORU ROGUE, to defraud, to swindle, to take money or property from by fraudulent means [v] 

ROOKING GIKNOOR ROOK, to swindle, to take money or property from by fraudulent means [v] 

ROOMIES EIMOORS ROOMIE, roommate (one with whom room is shared) [n] 

ROUBLES BELORSU ROUBLE, ruble, monetary unit of Russia [n] 

ROULEAU AELORUU roll of coins wrapped in paper [n -S, -X] 

ROUPING GINOPRU ROUP, to auction (to sell publicly to highest bidder) [v] 

RUBBISH BBHIRSU to reject as worthless [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

RUFIYAA AAFIRUY monetary unit of Maldives [n RUFIYAA] 

RUPIAHS AHIPRSU RUPIAH, monetary unit of Indonesia [n] 
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SADDLER ADDELRS one that makes, repairs, or sells saddles [n -S] 

SANTIMI AIIMNST santim, formerly used coin of Latvia [n] 

SANTIMS AIMNSST SANTIM, formerly used coin of Latvia [n] 

SANTIMU AIMNSTU santim, formerly used coin of Latvia [n] 

SATANGS AAGNSST SATANG, monetary unit of Thailand [n] 

SCHLOCK  CCHKLOS inferior merchandise [n -S] 

SCONCED CCDENOS SCONCE, to fine, to subject to fine, monetary penalty [v] 
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SCONCES CCENOSS SCONCE, to fine, to subject to fine, monetary penalty [v] 

SCRIMPS CIMPRSS SCRIMP, to be very or overly thrifty [v] 

SCUTAGE ACEGSTU tax exacted by feudal lord in lieu of military service [n -S] 

SEAWANS AAENSSW SEAWAN, wampum, form of currency formerly used by Native Americans [n] 

SEAWANT AAENSTW SEAWAN, wampum, form of currency formerly used by Native Americans [n -S] 

SECONAL ACELNOS trademark [n -S] 

SELLERS EELLRSS SELLER, one that sells [n] 

SELLING EGILLNS SELL, to give up to another for money or other valuable consideration [v] 

SELLOFF EFFLLOS sale of large number of stocks, bonds, or commodities [n -S] 

SELLOUT ELLOSTU performance for which all seats have been sold [n -S] 

SEMIPRO EIMOPRS one who is engaged in some field or sport for pay on part-time basis [n -S] 

SEMISES EEIMSSS SEMIS, coin of ancient Rome [n] 

SENITIS EIINSST SENITI, monetary unit of Tonga [n] 

SENTIMO EIMNOST monetary unit of Philippines [n -S] 

SETOFFS EFFOSST SETOFF, something that offsets something else [n] 

SETTLOR ELORSTT one that makes legal settlement [n -S] 

SHAPEUP AEHPPSU system of hiring work crew [n -S] 

SHARERS AEHRRSS SHARER, one that shares (to have, get, or use in common with another or others) [n] 

SHARING AGHINRS SHARE, to have, get, or use in common with another or others [v] 

SHARPER AEHPRRS swindler, one that swindles, to take money or property from by fraudulent means [n -S]  

SHEKELS EEHKLSS SHEKEL, ancient unit of weight and money [n] 

SHEQELS EEHLQSS SHEQEL, shekel, ancient unit of weight and money [n] 

SHINOLA AHILNOS trademark [n -S] 

SHOPBOY BHOOPSY salesclerk [n -S] 

SHOPMAN AHMNOPS one who owns or operates small store [n -MEN] 

SHOPPED DEHOPPS SHOP, to examine goods with intent to buy [v] 

SHOPPER EHOPPRS one that shops (to examine goods with intent to buy) [n -S] 

SHOPPES EHOPPSS SHOPPE, small store [n] 

SHOWBIZ BHIOSWZ show business [n -ES] 

SHROFFS FFHORSS SHROFF, to test genuineness of, as coin [v] 

SHYLOCK CHKLOSY to lend money at high interest rates [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SICKOUT CIKOSTU organized absence of workers claiming to be sick [n -S] 

SKIMPED DEIKMPS SKIMP, to scrimp (to be very or overly thrifty) [v] 

SLAVERY AELRSVY ownership of one person by another [n -RIES] 

SLAVEYS AELSSVY SLAVEY, female servant [n] 

SLAVING AGILNSV SLAVE, to work like slave (one who is owned by another) [v] 

SLAVISH AHILSSV pertaining to or characteristic of slave [adj] 

SOCAGER ACEGORS tenant by socage [n -S] 

SOCAGES ACEGOSS SOCAGE, form of feudal land tenure [n] 

SOCCAGE ACCEGOS socage (form of feudal land tenure) [n -S] 

SOKEMAN AEKMNOS socman (socager (tenant by socage)) [n -MEN] 

SOLIDUS DILOSSU coin of ancient Rome [n -DI] 

SOMONIS IMNOOSS SOMONI, monetary unit of Tajikistan [n] 

SOUCARS ACORSSU SOUCAR, Hindu banker [n] 

SOWCARS ACORSSW SOWCAR, Hindu banker [n] 

SPECIES CEEIPSS SPECIE, coined money [n] 

SPEEDUP DEEPPSU acceleration of production without increase in pay [n -S] 
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SPENDER DEENPRS one that spends (to pay out) [n -S] 

SPLURGE EGLPRSU to spend money lavishly [v -D, -GING, -S] 

SPLURGY GLPRSUY tending to splurge [adj -GIER, -GIEST] 

STARTUP APRSTTU act of starting something [n -S] 

STELLAS AELLSST STELLA, formerly used coin of United States [n] 

STETSON ENOSSTT trademark [n -S] 

STIFFED DEFFIST STIFF, to cheat someone by not paying [v] 

STINGES EGINSST STINGE, mean or stingy person [n] 

STIPEND DEINPST fixed sum of money paid periodically [n -S] 

STIVERS EIRSSTV STIVER, formerly used Dutch coin [n] 

STOCKED CDEKOST STOCK, to keep for future sale or use [v] 

STOTINS INOSSTT STOTIN, former monetary unit of Slovenia [n] 

STOWAGE AEGOSTW goods in storage [n] 

STUIVER EIRSTUV stiver, formerly used Dutch coin [n -S] 

SUBRENT BENRSTU rent from subtenant [n -S] 

SUBSALE ABELSSU resale of purchased goods [n -S] 

SUBSIDY BDISSUY grant or contribution of money [n -DIES] 

SURIMIS IIMRSSU SURIMI, inexpensive fish product [n] 

SUTLERS ELRSSTU SUTLER, one that peddles goods to soldiers [n] 

SWAPPED ADEPPSW SWAP, to trade, to give in exchange for another commodity [v] 

SWAPPER AEPPRSW one that swaps, to trade, to give in exchange for another commodity [n -S] 

SWINDLE DEILNSW to take money or property from by fraudulent means [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SWOPPED DEOPPSW SWOP, to swap, to trade, [v] 

SWOPPER EOPPRSW swapper (one that swaps (to trade)) [n -S] 

SYNDICS CDINSSY SYNDIC, business agent [n] 
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TAILLES AEILLST TAILLE, former French tax [n] 

TALLAGE AAEGLLT to tax, to place tax, [v -D, -GING, -S] 

TAMBALA AAABLMT monetary unit of Malawi [n -S, MATAMBALA] 

TANNOYS ANNOSTY TANNOY, trademark [n] 

TARIFFS AFFIRST TARIFF, to tax imported or exported goods [v] 

TARTIER AEIRRTT TARTY, suggestive of prostitute [adj] 

TARTILY AILRTTY TARTY, suggestive of prostitute [adv] 

TAXABLE AABELTX subject to tax [adj] / taxable item [n -S] 

TAXABLY AABLTXY taxable, subject to tax [adv] 

TAXLESS AELSSTX free from taxation [adj] 

TAXPAID AADIPTX paid for by taxes [adj] 

TAXWISE AEISTWX pertaining to taxes [adj] 

TEASHOP AEHOPST tearoom (restaurant serving tea) [n -S] 

TEFLONS EFLNOST TEFLON, trademark [n] 

TENANCY ACENNTY temporary occupancy of something that belongs to another [n -CIES] 

TENANTS AENNSTT TENANT, to inhabit (to live in) [v] 

TENDERS DEENRST TENDER, to present for acceptance [v] 

TENNERS EENNRST TENNER, ten-dollar bill [n] 

TENNESI EEINNST TENNE, monetary unit of Turkmenistan [n] 
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TESTONS ENOSSTT TESTON, former French coin [n] 

TESTOON ENOOSTT teston, former French coin [n -S] 

THALERS AEHLRST THALER, taler, formerly used German coin [n] 

THERMIT EHIMRTT trademark [n -S] 

THETRIS EHIRSTT TRI, tetri (monetary unit of Republic of Georgia) [n] 

THRIFTS FHIRSTT THRIFT, care and wisdom in management of one's resources [n] 

THRIFTY FHIRTTY displaying thrift (care and wisdom in management of one's resources) [adj -TIER, -TIEST] 

TINSELY EILNSTY tinselly (cheaply gaudy) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

TIPSTER EIPRSTT one that sells information to gamblers [n -S] 

TITHERS EHIRSTT TITHER, one that tis (to pay tithe (small tax)) [n] 

TITHING GHIINTT act of levying tithes [n -S] 

TOCHERS CEHORST TOCHER, to give dowry to [v] 

TOFUTTI FIOTTTU trademark [n -S] 

TOGROGS GGOORST TOGROG, monetary unit of Mongolia [n] 

TOLLAGE AEGLLOT toll [n -S] 

TOLLBAR ABLLORT tollgate [n -S] 

TOLLERS ELLORST TOLLER, collector of tolls [n] 

TOLLING GILLNOT collecting of tolls [n -S] / TOLL, to collect or impose toll (fixed charge for service or privilege) [v] 

TOLLMAN ALLMNOT toller (collector of tolls) [n -MEN] 

TOLLWAY ALLOTWY road on which tolls are collected [n -S] 

TONTINE EINNOTT form of collective life insurance [n -S] 

TOONIES EINOOST TOONIE, Canadian two-dollar coin [n] 

TOWAGES AEGOSTW TOWAGE, price paid for towing [n] 

TOYSHOP HOOPSTY shop where toys are sold [n -S] 

TRADERS ADERRST TRADER, one that trades, to give in exchange for another commodity [n] 

TRADING ADGINRT action of exchanging commodities [n -S]  

TRAFFIC ACFFIRT to engage in buying and selling [v -KED, -KING, -S] 

TRASHED ADEHRST TRASH, to free from trash (worthless or waste matter) [v] 

TRASHES AEHRSST TRASH, to free from trash (worthless or waste matter) [v] 

TROAKED ADEKORT TROAK, to troke (to exchange (to give and receive reciprocally)) [v] 

TROCKED CDEKORT TROCK, to troke (to exchange (to give and receive reciprocally)) [v] 

TROLLOP LLOOPRT prostitute [n -S] 

TRYSTES ERSSTTY TRYSTE, market [n] 

TUGHRIK GHIKRTU tugrik, monetary unit of Mongolia [n -S] 

TUGRIKS GIKRSTU TUGRIK, monetary unit of Mongolia [n] 

TUITION IINOTTU fee for instruction [n -S] 

TWOFERS EFORSTW TWOFER, something sold at rate of two for price of one [n] 

TWOONIE EINOOTW toonie, Canadian two-dollar coin [n -S] 

TYCOONS CNOOSTY TYCOON, wealthy and powerful business person [n] 

TYTHING GHINTTY TY, to tithe, to pay tithe, small tax [v] 
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UNHIRED DEHINRU HIRE, to engage services of for payment [adj] 

UNIFACE ACEFINU coin having design on only one side [n -S] 

UNMINED DEIMNNU not mined (to dig into for valuable materials) [adj] 

UNOWNED DENNOUW not owned (to have as belonging) [adj] 
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UNRATED ADENRTU RATE, to estimate value of [adj] 

UNSELLS ELLNSSU UNSELL, to persuade to change opinion or belief [v] 

UNSPENT ENNPSTU not spent (to pay out) [adj] 

UNTAXED ADENTUX TAX, to place tax, charge imposed by authority for public purposes on [adj] 

UNWAGED ADEGNUW not receiving money for work [adj] 

UPCYCLE CCELPUY to recycle into something of greater value [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UPKEEPS EEKPPSU UPKEEP, cost of maintaining something in good condition [n] 

UPSCALE ACELPSU to make appealing to affluent consumers [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UPSELLS ELLPSSU UPSELL, to try to sell customer something more expensive [v] 

UPSKILL IKLLPSU to improve job skills of someone [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

USURERS ERRSSUU USURER, one that practices usury, lending of money at exorbitant interest rate [n] 

USURIES EIRSSUU USURY, lending of money at exorbitant interest rate [n] 
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VAGRANT AAGNRTV wanderer with no apparent means of support [n -S] 

VALUERS AELRSUV VALUER, one that values (to estimate value (quality that renders thing useful or desirable) of) [n] 

VALUING AGILNUV VALUE, to estimate value (quality that renders thing useful or desirable) of [v] 

VALUTAS AALSTUV VALUTA, agreed or exchange value of currency [n] 

VELCROS CELORSV VELCRO, trademark [n] 

VENDEES DEEENSV VENDEE, buyer (one that buys (to purchase)) [n] 

VENDERS DEENRSV VENDER, vendor (seller (one that sells (sell))) [n] 

VENDING DEGINNV VEND, to sell, to give up to another for money or other valuable consideration [v] 

VENDORS DENORSV VENDOR, seller, one that sells, [n] 

VENDUES DEENSUV VENDUE, public sale [n] 

VENTURE EENRTUV to risk (to expose to risk (chance of injury or loss)) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

VESTING EGINSTV right of employee to share in and withdraw from pension fund without penalty [n] 
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WADSETS ADESSTW WADSET, to mortgage, to pledge to creditor as security [v] 

WAGERED ADEEGRW WAGER, to risk on uncertain outcome [v] 

WAGERER AEEGRRW one that wagers (to risk on uncertain outcome) [n -S] 

WAIRING AGIINRW WAIR, to spend (to pay out) [v] 

WAKIKIS AIIKKSW WAKIKI, shell money of South Sea Islands [n] 

WALLETS AELLSTW WALLET, flat folding case [n] 

WAMPUMS AMMPSUW WAMPUM, form of currency formerly used by Native Americans [n] 

WAYBILL ABILLWY list of goods relative to shipment [n -S] 

WEALTHS AEHLSTW WEALTH, great quantity of valuable material [n] 

WEALTHY AEHLTWY having wealth (great quantity of valuable material) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

WEEJUNS EEJNSUW trademark [n] 

WELCHED CDEEHLW WELCH, to welsh, to fail to pay debt [v] 

WELCHER CEEHLRW one that welshes, to fail to pay debt [n -S] 

WELCHES CEEHLSW WELCH, to welsh, to fail to pay debt [v] 

WELSHED DEEHLSW WELSH, to fail to pay debt [v] 

WELSHER EEHLRSW one that welshes, to fail to pay debt [n -S] 

WELSHES EEHLSSW WELSH, to fail to pay debt [v] 
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WENCHED CDEEHNW WENCH, to consort with prostitutes [v] 

WENCHER CEEHNRW one that wenches (to consort with prostitutes) [n -S] 

WENCHES CEEHNSW WENCH, to consort with prostitutes [v] 

WERGELD DEEGLRW price paid for taking of man's life in Anglo-Saxon law [n -S] 

WERGELT EEGLRTW wergeld (price paid for taking of man's life in Anglo-Saxon law) [n -S] 

WERGILD DEGILRW wergeld (price paid for taking of man's life in Anglo-Saxon law) [n -S] 

WHORING GHINORW use of services of prostitute [n -S] / WHORE, to consort with prostitutes [v] 

WILDCAT ACDILTW to search for oil in area of doubtful productivity [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

WINNING GIINNNW money won in game or competition [n -S] 

WOOPIES EIOOPSW WOOPIE, well-off older person [n] 

WORTHED DEHORTW WORTH, to befall (to happen to) [v] 
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YARDMAN AADMNRY man employed to do outdoor work [n -MEN] 
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ZAIKAIS AAIIKSZ ZAIKAI, business community of Japan [n] 

ZECCHIN CCEHINZ zecchino, former gold coin of Italy [n -S] 

ZECHINS CEHINSZ zechin, zecchino, former gold coin of Italy [n] 

ZLOTIES EILOSTZ zloty, monetary unit of Poland [n] 

ZLOTYCH CHLOTYZ zloty, monetary unit of Poland [n] 
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